Many methods based on radiative-transfer models and empirical approaches with prior knowledge have been developed for the retrieval of hyperspectral surface reflectance. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for atmospheric correction of hyperspectral images based on machine learning. A support vector machine (SVM) is used for learning to predict the surface reflectance from the preprocessed at-sensor radiance image. The preprocessed spectra of each pixel are considered as the spectral feature and hypercolumn based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is utilized for spatial feature extraction. After training, the surface reflectance of images from totally different spatial positions and atmospheric conditions can be quickly predicted with the at-sensor radiance image and the models trained before, and no additional metadata is required. On an AVIRIS hyperspectral data set, the performances of our method, based on spectral and spatial features, respectively, are compared. Furthermore, our method outperforms QUAC, and the retrieved spectra have good agreement with FLAASH and AVIRIS reflectance products.
Introduction
Hyperspectral images provide a complete spectrum for every pixel over the wavelength range from 0.4 to 2.5 µm, and the at-sensor radiance images contain absorption and scattering by atmospheric gases and aerosols. Atmospheric correction is a process in order to remove the atmospheric effects and retrieve the surface reflectance for further applications, such as land cover classification. A sample at-sensor radiance spectrum and the corrected reflectance spectrum from a typical hyperspectral sensor, called Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [1] , are shown in Figure 1 .
Several methods [2] [3] [4] based on radiative transfer model have been developed, including the Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) [5] algorithm. These methods calculate the atmospheric effects based on the physical radiative-transfer model and the atmospheric parameters when the hyperspectral image is acquired by sensors. The radiative-transfer model can be expressed by a radiance equation, and the radiance equation of FLAASH is widely used. For each pixel in a hyperspectral image, the standard radiance equation of FLAASH may be written as
A λ ρ λ 1 − S λ ρ e,λ + B λ ρ e,λ 1 − S λ ρ e,λ + L a,λ .
Here, ρ λ and L λ denote the surface reflectance and the at-sensor radiance value at a spectral band centered at wavelength λ. ρ e is the spatially averaged surface reflectance around this pixel, and S is the atmospheric spherical albedo which accounts for enhancement of the ground illumination by atmospheric reflection. A and B are coefficients that only depend on atmospheric and geometric conditions. They respectively account for the Sun-surface-sensor path transmittance and the diffuse transmittance caused by the scattering from surface around this pixel which is regarded as the "adjacency effect". L a is the atmospheric scattering transmittance which never encounters the surface but contributes to the at-sensor radiance value. As L is the at-sensor radiance value, A, B, S, ρ e , and L a have to be accurately calculated to retrieve ρ. Typically, for FLAASH, these coefficients are determined from MODTRAN [6] simulations with the sensor parameters given. However, some atmospheric parameters, such as the water vapor and aerosol coefficients, are hard to measure, therefore are estimated from the at-sensor observed image. These estimations are not stable enough across different scenes and atmospheric conditions. In addition, the absolute radiometric calibration of hyperspectral sensor is necessary for all radiative-transfer modeling approaches so that L can be accurately observed. For relative radiometric calibrated hyperspectral sensors without accurate absolute radiometric calibration, the observed value DN can be modeled as a linear relationship with L:
Here, a and b are the gradient and bias of the linear relationship. Although the response function of sensor is non-linear, the linear zone can be modeled as a linear form (see Figure 1 ). For spaceborne sensors, the absolute radiometric calibration has to be implemented every three months or more frequently, otherwise the acquired data and retrieved ρ may contain error that cannot be erased by radiative-transfer modeling approaches. Furthermore, for absolute radiometric calibrated sensors, the accuracy of absolute radiometric calibration can still impose restrictions on the overall accuracy. In Equation (2), A, B, S, and L a are often considered as a nearly spatial constant for the atmospheric condition varies very slowly inside an image. Typically, the "adjacency effect" has the spatial scale of around 0.5 km, so ρ e is usually a slowly varying function across spatial position in a large image. When the image covers a small region (<1 km) or the scene materials in a large image are nearly uniformly distributed, ρ e can be considered as a spatial constant. Under this circumstance which frequently applies, Equation (2) reduce to a linear form:
where
Based on Equation (3), many empirical approaches have been proposed, such as the empirical line method (ELM) [7] . When combining Equations (2) and (3), the relationship between at-sensor observed value DN and ρ can still be modeled as a linear form:
. Since empirical approaches directly estimate A * and B * from the image instead of radiative-transfer model, they do not require absolute radiometric calibration, but they need prior knowledge such as known surface reflectance of some surface materials. Without prior knowledge, QUAC (Quick Atmospheric Correction) [8, 9] , defined as a semi-empirical method, is based on the key assumption that the average of diverse endmember [10] reflectance spectra is a nearly wavelength-independent constant. However, this assumption is usually not met for images containing around 10 or less spectrally diverse materials and there is still room for improvement.
In recent years, machine learning has achieved state-of-the-art performance on many computer vision problems, such as object identification and image classification. For supervised learning, support vector machine (SVM) [11] and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [12, 13] perform best on most typical datasets, including MNIST [14] (an open database of handwritten digits) and ImageNet [15] (a widely used open dataset for image classification). Most of the works utilizing machine learning on remote sensing focus on application problems, including object recognition [16, 17] and image classification [18, 19] . Besides, machine learning is also utilized to improve the correction of remote sensing image and parameter retrieval, e.g., SVM has achieved outstanding performance on the bias correction of MODIS aerosol optical depth [20] and the retrieval of biomass and soil moisture [21] . For some retrieval problems, the learning model has to provide prediction for every pixel such as the surface reflectance retrieval, and the traditional CNN becomes impracticable. Hypercolumn [22] based on CNN and fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [23] are designed for solving such dense prediction problems, such as semantic segmentation, object segmentation, and image colorization [24] . Hypercolumn, which is easy to implement on Caffe [25] , provides multi-scale spatial features for every pixel. In the experiment of [26] , feature generated from ImageNet pre-trained CNN model performs much better than the traditional spatial features on differentiating coffee and non-coffee remote sensing images. This result indicates that the CNN feature generalizes well on remote sensing data and CNN-based hypercolumn can be a good feature descriptor for our problem.
In this paper, we propose a novel method abbreviated as MLAC for hyperspectral atmospheric correction based on machine learning. MLAC can automatically implement correction for a large amount of images from totally different spatial positions and atmospheric conditions which radiative-transfer modeling approaches cannot. As will be explained in Section 2, SVM is utilized to learn the surface reflectance from at-sensor radiance image and hypercolumn is used for feature extraction. After training, the model can automatically predict the surface reflectance of other images without prior knowledge and additional metadata. Just like empirical approaches, MLAC does not require absolute radiometric calibration either. Based on the Equation (4) that the relationship between the spectral reflectance and at-sensor radiance is linear, like empirical approaches and QUAC, MLAC uses a linear fitting for better accuracy after the learning model's prediction. In Section 3, the experiments are conducted to validate the performance of the proposed method on AVIRIS dataset compared with QUAC and FLAASH, and the difference between MLAC and others are discussed. Finally, Section 4 gives the conclusion and our future works.
Approach

Workflow
According to Equation (4), empirical methods estimate A * and B * from the observed images, and then the surface reflectance ρ can be retrieved by ρ λ = (DN λ − B * λ )/A * λ . For example, ELM assumes that there are at least two known reflectance spectra ρ within an image so that A * and B * can be easily calculated by a linear fitting which will be further explained in Section 2.6. However, the known reflectance spectra come from manual intervention which is not practical for automated correction. Fortunately, machine learning can solve this problem by automatically predicting the ρ for several pixels after training on a labeled dataset (explained in Sections 2.3-2.5). Although we need corrected surface reflectance data when training the learning models, the trained models can predict reflectance for images from totally different spatial position and atmospheric conditions without additional metadata. To achieve this goal, the preprocessing (explained in Section 2.2) is necessary for input hyperspectral images. The flowchart of MLAC is illustrated in Figure 2 .
... 
Preprocessing
If the learning models predict surface reflectance directly from the at-sensor radiance image, the learning problem can be modeled as
where Θ is the parameters of the learning model f . With the atmospheric conditions changed, the input DN will nearly vary as a linear form, while f has to keep ρ unchanged which is very difficult. Therefore we preprocess all input images so that the preprocessed DN at the same spatial position stays nearly unchanged under variant atmospheric conditions (extreme conditions such as thick clouds and fogs are beyond our consideration). In addition, the learning will be easier based on the processed images. First, the input at-sensor observed images are all cropped into a spatial size of 227 × 227, which is the same as the size of the input data layer in the CNN model for feature extraction. Then, the normalization is implemented band by band for each cropped scene independently,
when max(DN) − min(DN) > 0. In this equation,DN denotes normalized DN value of the cropped scene. In addition, max(DN) and min(DN) denote the maximal and the minimal radiance value across the cropped scene. Owing to some anomalous points with reflectance beyond [0, 1], max(DN) and min(DN) in Equation (6) can fluctuate widely and severely degrade the stability of normalization.
In our experiment, we use the value of the top and bottom 1% points in each band instead of max(DN) and min(DN) in Equation (6), respectively.
Pixel Selection
For the quantity of materials within an image is usually limited, our method selects several typical pixels of different materials from each image. In our experiment 20 pixels are enough and we use a simple empirical algorithm which is found effective and fast (see Figure 3) . In the selecting algorithm, the 224-band AVIRIS spectral radiance data of each pixel is considered to be a 224-dimensional vector v, and V denotes the set of all v within an image. The algorithm flow is illustrated in Algorithm 1, where M denotes the number of pixels to be selected. N is the number of all v ∈ V and P is the set of all selected vectors. D is a N × M matrix which saves the angle between a vector v ∈ V and all v ∈ P and D m is a N-dimensional vector. The inner(u, v) returns the inner product of vectors u and v, and sqrt(x) returns the root of a number x. The arccos(x) returns a angle value y so that x = cos(y). The "a ← b" means to assign the value of b to variable a. This algorithm is implemented on all cropped scenes.
Algorithm 1: Pixel Selection
Input: V, M Output: 
Feature Extraction
For the selected typical pixel in Section 2.3, their spectral and spatial feature descriptors are extracted for training. Figure 4 shows the whole process of feature extraction. As for AVIRIS data with 224 bands, the preprocessed image still has 224 bands, and for each pixel, the 224 channel values are considered as its spectral feature descriptor without any band selection. The CNN model was first proposed for image classification. It contains convolution layers at the bottom for feature extraction and fully connected layers at the top for learning the high-level scene information. Hypercolumn utilizes the results from all layers to build a spatial feature descriptor for all pixels. The CNN model named AlexNet [27] , containing five convolutional layers and three fully connected layers, has shown outstanding performance in ILSVRC-2012 (ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge) [15] . In our experiment, one modified version of the AlexNet trained in ILSVRC-2012 competition, called BVLC Reference CaffeNet, is used for generating the hypercolumn [22] as the spatial feature descriptor of each pixel. In addition, the top three fully connected layers are discarded because they represent the high-level semantic properties rather than spatial feature. For each preprocessed scene, the data from a specific band is selected as the input of the CNN model with pre-trained weights, so that the generated hypercolumn represents the spatial feature of this band. Then, the corresponding coordinates of every pixel in different layers are calculated based on the size of each layer, e.g., for a pixel at coordinate (x, y) in 227 × 227 cropped scene, its corresponding coordinate in an s × s layer is calculated by ( s × x/227 , s × y/227 ). After the forward calculation of the CNN, the values at these coordinates on all used layers forms the hypercolumn of this pixel as shown in Figure 4 . To evaluate the performance of spatial feature alone, the image from the kth band is used as the input for predicting the reflectance of the kth band. The input data layer is considered to be three channels because the input is a grayscale image generated from single-band data. In addition, the five convolution layers with pooling and normalization layers respectively contain 3 × 96, 3 × 256, 384, 384, and 2 × 256 channels. So, hypercolumn in our experiment totally contains 2339 channels and the value of each channel is normalized before being used in training. Hypercolumn contains multi-scale spatial feature which has been proved to be effective for colorization and object segmentation [22] . Although the feature maps of higher layers have smaller sizes, they contain important high-level spatial feature which low-level layers cannot provide.
Hypercolumn
Training
After feature extraction, SVM models are trained for predicting the surface reflectance from the extracted spectral or spatial feature. SVM was initially designed for classification based on the concept of support vector and decision plane. It has both strong theoretical foundations and abundant empirical successes. In the simplest form of SVM, the hyperplanes are optimized to separate the training data points by a maximal margin and the test data can be classified by these hyperplanes. The data vectors lying close to the hyperplanes are called support vectors. SVR (Support Vector Regression) [28] is an extension of SVM for handling regression problems and usually works with the kernel methods, which map the data into a higher-dimensional space to help handle the non-linear problems. We use the so-called epsilon-SVR [28] with Gaussian kernel to learn the relationship between the reflectance and the spectral and spatial features of all selected pixels. Totally, 224 SVR models are trained for 224 bands (see Figure 5 ). In addition, when training each model, the input instance data is the spectral or spatial feature descriptor of selected pixels in training set and the input label data is their corresponding surface reflectance of the specific band. The parameter optimization is implemented to find the best parameters for our problem, and the adjustment of parameters can help improve the regularization of SVM to avoid overfitting. After training, the surface reflectance of pixels in test set can be predicted very fast by the trained models. 
Post-Processing
After predicting the surface reflectance of selected pixels in cropped scenes, the least-square method is used for the linear fitting between the predicted value and at-sensor radiance value of the corresponding band (see Figure 6 ). The least-square method theoretically minimize the mean squared error between the original points and the fitting line, and the fitting coefficients k and b are calculated as
where {x i } and {y i } are the input and output arrays. n denotes the length of {x i } and {y i }, and the fitting equation is written as y = kx + b. It should be pointed out that the linear-fitting coefficients calculated from selected pixels are applicable for other pixels in the same cropped scene according to Equation (4) . Furthermore, the linear fitting can be implemented on a group of cropped scenes together, if they are cropped from the same image indicating that they are acquired in a similar atmospheric condition. After the linear fitting, the reflectance of all pixels in the input image is predicted and MLAC is completed. 
Experiment
Dataset
We use the AVIRIS surface reflectance product as the ground truth reflectance image for training and the orthorectified product without atmospheric correction is considered to be the input at-sensor radiance image. All these products are provided on the website of NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) for free. Their spatial resolution is around 17 m and most of them are acquired in the western United States. We use totally 530 cropped scenes for training and 80 cropped scenes for validation. When training SVM, the training set contains 10,600 pixels selected from the training cropped scenes by Algorithm 1. This amount of training data is big enough for learning from the high-dimensional spatial feature. After training, MLAC is validated on the test set containing 1600 pixels from the test cropped scenes. All scenes for validation are cropped from the same large image, which is acquired at totally different spatial position and atmospheric conditions from the training cropped scenes. The MODIS [29] land cover type product is used for counting 17 different types of cropped scenes in our dataset. Since the spatial resolution of MODIS data is around 500 m, there are approximately 36 MODIS pixels in each cropped AVIRIS scene. In Table 1 , the numbers of MODIS pixels with respect to different land cover types in our dataset are listed and the six MODIS land cover types that are not present are excluded from the table. Since the performance of QUAC and MLAC is sensitive to the number of different materials within a cropped scene rather than the type of a cropped scene, in our experiments, all cropped scenes are further classified into three classes according to the number of different materials. 
Implementation
In this experiment, the open software named Libsvm [30] is used for implementing SVM and it makes parameter optimization very easy by the cross validation interface (randomly selecting 33% of the training set for cross validation). In addition, the CNN-based hypercolumn is implemented on a deep learning framework called Caffe [25] . Training one model takes approximately 5 min on Intel Core i7-4790 CPU and predicting with the trained model for one cropped scene can be finished in less than half a minute. In addition, the speed of pixel selection can be further improved by parallel computing. QUAC is implemented with the existing function integrated in IDL/ENVI (Interactive Data Language/The Environment for Visualizing Images).
Result
MLAC based on the spectral and spatial feature, respectively, is validated on the 80 test scenes separately and the RMSE (root-mean-square error) of the predicted reflectance on the 1600 pixels in the test set are calculated as the performance matrix. MLAC-Spectral and MLAC-Spatial respectively denote MLAC based on spectral and spatial feature. QUAC is implemented on the test scenes separately and its RMSE on the test set is also calculated for comparison. FLAASH is excluded for the inconvenience of setting parameters for 80 different cropped scenes.
For convenience, the results of nine typical bands (482, 560, 647, 792, 870, 1024, 1263, 1691, and 2267 nm) which can well reflect the overall accuracy are illustrated in Figure 7 indicating that MLAC based on both spectral or spatial feature outperforms QUAC on a variety of scenes. To analyze the results on different scenes, the mean RMSE on all nine bands is calculated for each cropped scene. The result in Figure 8 shows that QUAC performs well on most scenes while being extremely bad on several specific scenes, which usually contain limited materials. To further understand the result, the test scenes are divided into three sets according to the number of materials (less than 10, 10-15, and more than 15) and the mean RMSE of nine bands is calculated on these sets, respectively. In addition, Figure 9 indicates that the performance of QUAC declines as the number of materials decrease in a scene. For scenes containing more than 15 materials, QUAC and MLAC have similar performance, but MLAC based on spectral feature is still the best of them. In a word, MLAC based on spectral and spatial features shows better robustness than QUAC on diverse scenes and the spectral-feature-based one still has better accuracy for scenes containing abundant materials. In addition, the ability to handle diverse scenes with different numbers of materials is very important for automatic retrieval of surface reflectance.
Since the 80 test scenes are cropped from the same image, the post-processing of MLAC can be implemented on all cropped scenes together to improve the accuracy (see Figure 10 ). QUAC can also get a higher accuracy by implementing on the whole image. In addition, FLAASH is implemented on the whole image and the corresponding RMSE of the test set is calculated. The comparison of their RMSE is shown in Figure 11 indicating that MLAC still works well on handling large image. The spectral-feature-based MLAC outperforms QUAC on most bands and the spatial-feature-based MLAC is still comparable with QUAC. In addition, the result of MLAC-Spectral is comparable with FLAASH. In test scene 52, we select four typical materials (vegetation, roof, road, and soil) and their spectra of all bands generated from MLAC based on spectral feature and QUAC are shown in Figure 12 for detailed comparison. The strong atmospheric absorption regions around 1400 and 1900 nm are excluded because the signal there is too weak. In Figure 12 , the result of MLAC based on spectral feature surpasses QUAC on most spectra and the MLAC retrieved spectra have very good agreement with FLAASH and AVIRIS reflectance product. In addition, the result of FLAASH contains large error on some bands such as 780 nm compared with AVIRIS reflectance product. For MLAC, the relative accuracy of dark objects may seem bad, for the prediction offset may be comparable with the reflectance of dark objects. However, the post-processing can be specifically improved to further correct the prediction of dark objects in the future. Although there are also some bad predictions near the strong atmospheric absorption regions, on most bands, the predicted spectra of MLAC are close to the ground truth with absolute accuracy around 0.03 and practicable for further applications.
Discussion
Our Method vs. Other Methods
The results indicate that MLAC has high accuracy and better robustness across variant scenes compared with QUAC, which is the most widely used method for automated atmospheric correction without setting atmospheric parameters. In addition, the trained model of our method can be theoretically transferred to correct data from brand new sensors, which work on a similar spatial resolution and wavelengths with training data, while QUAC needs a spectral library and cannot work on brand new sensors. Although the training is time-consuming, it only has to be implemented once for application and the time for pixel selection, prediction and linear fitting is comparable with QUAC.
The MLAC-Spectral retrieved spectra have good agreement with FLAASH. Though radiative-transfer model-based methods can achieve high accuracy with the atmospheric parameters precisely measured or estimated, the field measurements may cost a lot and the estimation from images are not stable enough across scenes in variant atmospheric conditions or containing different materials. In addition, some parameters in radiative-transfer model-based methods need manual intervention and depend on prior knowledge, e.g., the "atmospheric model" and "aerosol model" in FLAASH need to be set by human experience. Because of this weakness, radiative-transfer model-based methods are not practical for automated correction on images from totally different spatial positions and atmospheric conditions. In addition, the radiative-transfer model-based methods require accurate absolute radiometric calibration which does not apply in some circumstances. The empirical methods do not require absolute radiometric calibration, but they need prior knowledge thus not practical for automated correction and are not compared in our experiment.
Spectral Feature vs. Spatial Feature
Although the spectral-feature-based method performs better than the spatial-feature-based on accuracy and robustness for correcting hyperspectral images, the latter one still has some advantages for other applications. For example, noting that the spatial-feature-based method only needs data from one band; it can be implemented to images with fewer bands, such as multispectral, optical, and even SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) images which the spectral-feature-based method cannot handle. In addition, the spatial-feature-based method will perform better for images with higher spatial resolution. Although theoretically spectral and spatial can work well together, an effective approach to combine spectral and spatial features is yet to be designed for hyperspectral images. The simple connection of two features is confronted with the challenge of the imbalanced dimension and parameter optimization problems.
Conclusions
A machine-learning-based method (MLAC) is proposed for atmospheric correction on hyperspectral images and surpasses QUAC in AVIRIS dataset. The retrieved spectra have very good agreement with FLAASH and AVIRIS reflectance product. Several improvements can be implemented in the future for better performance. First, an effective approach to combine spectral and spatial features is yet to be designed for hyperspectral images. In addition, our method does not take into account the error of the AVIRIS reflectance product and cannot eliminate this systemic error. Better ground truth for training can further improve the performance of our methods. Moreover, more improvement can be achieved by increasing the number of diverse scenes in the training set. Although we focus on atmospheric correction in this paper, similar methods can be designed for other retrieval or correction problems.
